
        01: Constructing the Rational Numbers



SETS of RELATIONS

- A set is collection of objects.
e.g.S =51, 8, 7, 91, 833.

or S =9x:P(x) is true].
such that IP is some statementabout x.

eg."is less than 2".

short hand:XGS means x is in S

x&S means X is not in S.

b is the emptyset.

A CB means "A is a subset of B."which means
"if xeA then x =B".

(or x =A =x =B(

If ACB andBRA, then A is a proper subsetof B.

If Ac B and BCA, then write A =B, else A FB.

More sets:

union AuB =94:xeA & XeBY.

intersection AnB = 3 x:x=A D x =B3.

complementA=SX:x &A 3.
minus AlB =9X: x= A and x = B3.

product AxB =[ca,b):a =A andb - B3.



·A (binary) relation R is a subset of AxB.
If (a, b) ER write aRb.

4
people.

Ex:A "is an ancestor of "is a relation on Px P

↓"likes" P xP

S" is a siding of
"

pxP

<"less than
>

2 x2

· An "equivalent relation" on set S is

a relation on SXS s.t. 4"such that"

- reflexive DaRa

- symmetry & aRb =>bRa

-transitive & aRd and bRc => aRc

often write , , , etc.

· Aside:A function F from A to B

is
a relation s.t.

if a Fb and aFb' then b =b'.

Write F(a)= b



Construction of1, the rational numbers.

Assume 2, the integers, their multiply, order.

Whatis I? Perhaps, it's the set3 : m, nex, n =o3.

Butwe don'tknow enough whatitmeans.

·Motivation:2 one over three

1two over six

Write:(1,3) -(2,6) is equivalent relatedpair.
Idea:these belong to some equi class, we'll call "s"

Let R =set of all such equi classes of such para 2x2. 1903.

· we want this pair to extend I, so that." * *R corepals to n.ex".

· See that D =5 :m, n =2, ntoY
where Iis an equivalent dass of (m,n).

with relation (p, 9)-(m,n) ofpr=gm and 8, nto.

Check i is equiv rel'n:

A check (p, g) mcp, 8)...
& Check (p,g)w(m, n) =>(m,n)-(p,G)

③ Check (p,g)-(m,n) and (m,n) - (a, b) than (p,8)-(a,b)

Stay this:use cancellation law. In 2.

ifab= ac and ato, then b=c.].


